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Dual extremum principles and error bounds in the theory of plates 
with large deflections 

H. STUMPF (BOCHUM) 

FoR the theory of plates with large deflections, the dual extremum principles are considered. 
Starting from the extremum principle of displacements, a strictly st..1tic complementary energy 
principle is given. With these two theorems, global error bounds can be calculated for plate 
problems with large deflections. This is shown on some numerical examples. 

W pracy rozwai:ane S(l dualne zasady ekstremalne w teorii plyt z duZymi odksztalceniami. 
Wychodzc\c z zasady ekstremum przemieszczeri podano scisle statyczn(l zasad~ energii dopelnia
j(lcej. Na podstawie tych dw6ch zasad mozna obliczyc globalne oszacowania bl~du dla zagadnien 
plyty z dui:ymi ugi~iami. Zilustrowano to na kilku przykladach Iiczbowych. 

B pa6oTe paccMoTpeHbi .zzyam.Hbie 3J<CTpeMam.Hbie npHHinffibi B reopHH IIJIHT c 6om.muMH 
~e<PopMaUHHMH. HatiHHaR H3 np~HIIa 3J<CTpeMyM nepeMeii.temm ~aeTCH TO'I.IHO craTiflleC:KHH 
np~HII ~onommTem.HoH :mepnm. Ha oCHoBe 3THX ~ayx npmnumoa MO>KHO BbNHCJIHT& 
rno6am.HYJO oueHKy ou.m61<H ~JIH 38,1:laq nJIHTbi c 6om.liiHMH nporn6aMH. 3ro H.JIJilOCTpH
pyeTCH Ha HeCI<OJILI<HX liHCJIOBbiX npHMepax. 

Notations 

THE INDICES oc, p, y, 15 have the values 1, 2; the indices i, j, k, I have the values 1, 2, 3. 

~ -{1 oc=P 
a.jl - 0 (X :F p 

I 
+1 i,j,k 

Ei]Jc = -1 i,j, k 
0 i,j, k 

Xi(i = 1, 2, 3) 
u~o> = (u, v, w) 

Kronecker symbol, 

cyclic, 
noncyclic, 
otherwise, 
rectangular coordinates of the undeformed plate, 
components of the displacement of the plate, 

u,t partial differentiation of the function u with respect to the coordinate direc-
tion Xj, 

e~p> (m = 0, 1) Green strain tensor of the order m, 

S~p>(m = 0, 1) Kirchhoff stress tensor of the order m, 
rJj>(m = 0, 1) Piola stress tensor of the order m, 

Na.i membrane forces, 
Ma.p moments, 

W strain energy density per undeforrned plate area, 
We complementary energy density per undeforrned plate area. 

1. Introduction 

In linear elasticity the very effective methods for the calculation of global and pointwise 
bounds are based on the two dual extremum principles: the theorem of potential energy 
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and the theorem of complementary energy. In non-linear elasticity the principle of po
tential energy is well known, whereas the principle of complementary energy has only 
been considered for some special cases as one-dimensional problems or discrete problems 
[1-3] and the so-called semi-linear materials [4-5]. Recently the complementary energy 
principle was given for the von KARMAN plate theory [6]. 

The linear K.IRCHHOFF plate theory is only valued for those plate problems, in which 
the plate deflection is much smaller than the plate thickness. In all other cases, in which 
the deflection is of the same order as the plate thickness, the membrane forces can no 
longer be neglected. This leads to a geometric non-linear problem, described by non-linear 
equilibrium equations and a non-linear compatibility condition. 

In this paper the dual extremum principles for the theory of plates with large deflections 
are considered. Starting with the extremum principle of displacements, a strict complemen
tary energy principle can be deduced by a Legendre transformation, using the displace
ment gradient tensor and the PIOLA stress tensor as dual quantities. The variables of the 
complementary energy functional are the stress resultants and the stress moments. The 
necessary conditions are three linear equilibrium equations and linear static boundary 
conditions. 

With the dual extremum principles, global error bounds can be calculated for plate 
problems including large deflections. Numerical results are given for two examples. 

2. The non-linear plate theory according to von Kirman 

Using the Lagrange description, the plate is referred to rectangular coordinates x, 
(i = 1, 2, 3) with x 1 and x2 in the middle plane and the faces at x3 = ±h/2. Presuming 
the validity of Kirchhoffs's hypothesis, the components of displacement u, (i = 1, 2, 3) 
are given to [7]: 

(2.1) 

in which u, v, ware functions of x1 and x2 only. Here w,11 means partial differentiation 
of the function w with respect to the coordinate X 11 • With the usual assumptions the non
linear GREEN strain tensor is defined as 

(2.2) 

Indices notation with summation convention is used. 
If Na.p are the stress resultants and Ma.p are the stress moments of the plate with respect 

to the original unloaded configuration, the stress-strain relations are: 

(2.3) 

Na.p = 
1
Eh 2 [(l-v)e~1 +v<5a.pe~,], _, 
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If q is the transverse load per unit area of the undeformed plate, the equilibrium equations 
are defined as: 

(2.4) 
Na.p,a. = 0, 

Ma.p,a.p+Na.pW,a.p+q = 0. 

With the skew-symmetric e-tensor, the compatibility condition is 

(2.5) e3.,e.,,(N.,,,,+ E; w,.,w,,,) = 0. 

The equilibrium condition (2.4)2 and the compatibility condition (2.5) are non-linear 
partial differential equations. 

3. The extremum. principle of displacements for the non-linear plate theory 

To calculate the total potential energy of the plate, we use the components of displace
ments (2.1) in the following notation: 

(3.1) 
Ua. = u~0> +x3 u~1 >, ex = 1, 2, 

u3 = u~o>, 
where uf0> (i = 1, 2, 3) and u~1 > (ex = 1, 2) are functions of x 1 and x 2 only. K.irchhoff's 
hypothesis is given as: 

(3.2) 

With (3.1) the Green strain tensor (2.2) can be written in the following form: 

(3.3) 

with the components 

1 e<O> = - (u<O> + u<O> + u <O> u<O>) a.p 2 a..p p.a. 3,a. 3,p ' 

(3.4) 
1 e<l> - - (u<l> +u<l>) a.p- 2 a.,p p.a.. 

Let V0 be the plate volume, F0 the area of the plate middle surface, Sop the boundary 
surface with prescribed load distribution and C0 , the related boundary line of the middle 
surface, S0 o the boundary surface with prescribed displacements and Coo the related 
boundary line of the middle surface. The index 0 refers to the undeformed plate con
figuration. The total potential energy is defined by the function: 

(3.5) I= J Wv0 (u1 ,1)dV0 - J qu~0>dF0 - J Ptu, dSo,; 
Yo Fo Sop 

P,* are the surface forces given on the boundary S0 ,. Wv
0
(u1,1) is the energy density, 

measured per unit volume of the undeformed plate: 

(3.6) 

8* 
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Integrated over the plate thickness, we have the energy density per undeformed plate 
area: 

h/2 

(3 7) U7( ) J w ( )d - Eh [(1 ) (0) (0)+ ( (0))2] • rr, u1,1 = v0 UJ,t X3 - 2(1_,2) -'JI ea.p ea.p " ea.a. 
-h/2 

+ Eh3 [(1 ) <1> <1> + ( <1>)2] 24(1-,2) -" ea.p ea.p " ea.a. . 

If we introduce the following given stress resultants and stress moments on the bound
ary So11 : 

h/2 

(3.8) N:a. = f P:dx3, 
-h/2 

h/2 

Q:3 = J Pldx3, 
-h/2 

h/2 

M:a. = J P:x3 dx3, 
-h/2 

the functional (3.5) is given as: 

(3.9) I= f [W(uJ,t)-qu~0>]dFo- J [N:a.u~0>+M:a.u~1>+Q:3 u~0>]dC0 • 
Fo Cop 

We introduce the symmetric non-linear Kirchhoff stress tensor of order zero and 
order one: 

(3.'10) (m)- aw 
Sa.p - a <m> , m = 0, 1. 

epa. 

The differentiation of the strain energy (3. 7) leads to the membrane forces and moments 
of the plate: 

(3.11) 

Correspondingly we introduce the unsymmetric non-linear Piola stress tensor of order 
zero and one: 

(3.12) 

<0> - a w - s<o> -Ta.p - a eo> - a.p - Na.p' Up,a. 

T.<O> - a w - s<o> eo> - N. a.3 --a <O> - a.p u3.p- a.3, 
u3,a. 

T.<l>- aw - s<l> - M a.p - -a <1> - a.p - a.p· 
Up,a. 

We consider now a geometric-admissible variation of the functional (3.9) and calculate 
the stationary value of the functional /: 

(3.13) {J] = J [tJW(uJ,t)-qtJu~0>]dFo- J [N:a.tJu~0>+M:a.tJu~1>+Q:3 tJu~0>]dC011 • 
Fo Cop 

With (3.12) the variation of the strain energy density W(u1,1) leads to: 

(3.14) 
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With the components nr1. of the unit normal vector to the curve C0 and with the geometric 
conditions 

a a a 
--= n1--n2 -ox1 an os ' 
a a a (3.15) 

-- = n2 -+n1 -ox2 an os' 
in which a I on and a I os respectively mean partial differentiation with respect to normal 
and tangential directions of the boundary curve C0 , we introduce the following notations: 

(3.16) M,,= naMa,, M,s = CJapnaMp,, 

Q-,3 = Man,a• 

With (3.2), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) and using the Gauss divergence theorem, the varia
tional equation (3.13) leads to the stationary value: 

(3.17) ~I=- J [Nap,a~u}0>+(Map,ap+Na3,a+q)~w]dFo 
Fo 

+ J ( (N-,a- N:a) ~U~0> + (Q,3 + M,s,s + N-,3- Q:3- M:s, 111) t5w 
Cop 

-(M,,- M:,) ~w.,] dCop- (M,s- M:s) t5wlCop 

+ f [N,cc~u~0>+(Q,3+M,s,s+N,3)~w-M,,~w.,]dCov_:_M,s~wiCo., = 0, 
CoY 

where the notation ( )ICop indicates the difference in values at the ends of the boundary 
curve Cop· 

For a geometric-admissible variation of the displacements u!0 >, satisfying the geometric 
boundary conditions on C0 v, the stationary value of the functional I leads to the Euler 
equations in V0 : 

(3.18) Nap,rt. = 0, Map,ccp+NaJ,a+q = 0, 

and to the static boundary conditions on C0 p: 

(3.19) 
N,a-N:a = 0, Q,3+Mns,s+N,3-Q:3-M:s.s = 0, 

M,,-M:, = 0, M,5 -M:s continuous. 

The Eqs. (3.18) are the equilibrium conditions in a linear and strictly static formula
tion. The Eqs. (3.19) are the static boundary conditions in a strictly static and linear 
formulation as well. 

If (3.12) 1 and (3.12hare introduced into the equilibrium equation (3.18)2 and if (3.18)1 

is taken into consideration, the equation (3.18h leads to the non-linear equilibrium equa
tion (2.4h according to von Karm{m. Correspondingly the equations (3.19) with (3.12h 
define the non-linear .static boundary conditions of the non-linear plate theory. 

In this section, it has been shown that the boundary value problern of the non-linear 
plate theory corresponds to · the stationary value of the variational functional /. It . can 
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be shown now that, for a special class of functions uf0> the variational functional I not 
only has a stationary value for the exact solution, but this value is a minimum as 
well. To prove this, we have to show that the energy density W(u 1,1) is a convex function 
of the components of the asymmetric displacement gradient tensor u1,1• This will be con
sidered in detail in a forthcoming paper. 

If u1°> is the displacement field of the exact solution, and if uf0>- is a geometric-ad
missible displacement field belonging to that class of functions, for which the functional 
I has a minimum, then: 

(3.20) 

holds. 

4. The extremum. principle of complementary energy 

Starting from the extremum principle of displacements from Sec. 3, we construct 
a complementary energy principle in such a way, that the Euler equation (3.18) and the 
natural boundary conditions (3.19) of the extremum principle of displacements are the 
necessary conditions of the complementary energy principle. 

We use the Legendre transformation 

1 

(4.1) We= .r u~JTj~>+u~~~ TJg>_ W(u1,1) = u~~~NI«+u~~~M1«+u1~~Ncll- W(u1,1) 
m,.o 

with the complementary energy density We. 
In the transformation (4.1) we have to express the components of the unsyrnmetric 

displacement gradient tensor (u~':'J, u~~!) by the components of the unsymmetric Piola stress 
tensor (T~;>, TJg>). This leads to the equations: 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

~ (u!~~+u~?~+u~~~u~~}) = ~h [(1 +v)N«,-'JilJ«INYI], 

~ (u~~~ +u}~~) = ~~3 [(1 +v)M«1 -vlJ«1 M7,], 

<O> _ e3«,e3«~(N«3 Ny1-N13 N«~) _ 
u3.« - det(N«

1
) - f/J«, 

in which the index a is not summed and det(N«1) means the determinant of the tensor 
N«l· With ( 4.2) and ( 4.3), the complementary energy density We of ( 4.1) can be calculated 
as a function of the stress resultants N«i (a = 1, 2; i = 1, 2, 3) and of the moment 
stresses M«11 : 

with the functions f!J« according to (4.3). In general, these functions are incompatible. 
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Introducing (4.1) into (3.9), the functional I can be written in the form: 

(4.5) ] = - J WedF0 + J [u~?}Npoc+u~~jMptt+u~~~Noc3-qu~0>]dFo 
Fo Fo 

- f [N* u<0> +M* u<1> +Q* u(0>]dC noc oc noc oc n3 3 Op• 
Cop 

Integration by part and using the Gauss divergence theorem leads to 

(4.6) I= - j WedFo 
Fo 

+ J [N,.«u~0>* + (Q,3 +Mns,s+N,.3)w*-M,.,.w~,.] dCo.,-M,., w*ICoo 
Cov 

- J [Npcx.pU~0>+(Mpoc.poc+Noc3,oc+q)w)dFo+ J [(N,.«-N:oc)u~0> 
Fo Cov 

+ (Q,3 +M,.,,,+N,.3-Q:3-M:, .• )w- (M,.,.-M:,.)w,,.]dC0 p- (M,.,~-M:.~)wiCop 

with given displacements ut on the boundary C0,. 

If the functional (4.6) is varied in such a way, that the equilibrium conditions (3.18). 
and the static boundary conditions (3.19) are always satisfied, then the last two integral 
expressions of (4.6) vanish and this leads to the complementary energy functional le: 

(4.7) le = - J WedFo 
Fo 

+ r [N,.ocu~0)* + (Q,3 + M,s,l> + N,3) w*- M,.,. w~] dCo.,- M,.. w* ICo., 
CQV 

with the complementary energy density We according to ( 4.4). 
In the complementary energy functional le of ( 4. 7) we have to vary the stress resu1tants 

Noc1 and the moments Mcxp, satisfying the equilibrium equations (3.18) and the static 
boundary conditions (3.19). 

Now, we have to show that for all static-admissible stress states, satisfying (3.18) and 
(3.19), the functional le assumes its stationary value for the solution of the boundary 
value problem of the non-linear plate theory. To prove this, we use the method of Lagrange 
multipliers. In the complementary energy functional le the Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) are 
taken into account by the Lagrange multipliers ).f0 >: 

(4.8) le= - f WedFo- f [Ncxp ,IJA~0> +(Mcx~~.tJ«+N«3,«+q)l~0>]dFo 
Fo Fo 

+ j [N,.«u~0>* + (Q,3 + M,s,s + N,.3) w*- M,.,. w~]dCo.,- M,.. w*ICo., 
Cov 

+ j [(Nncx-N:oc) ;.~o> + (Q,.3 +M,..,.+ N,.3- Q:3-M: •.• ) ;.~o> 
Co11 
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To vary the complementary energy functional le, we have to consider the variation 
of the complementary energy density We: 

(4.9) 
a We ~ a We ~ a We ~ 

~We= aNa.p uNa.p+ aNa.3 uNa.3+ aMa.p uMa.fJ· 

With the differentiation of ( 4.4), 

awe 1 1 
aNa.fJ = Eh [(1 +P)Na.p-'V~a.pN,]- 2tpa. tpp, 

(4.10) 
awe 
aNa.3 = tpa,, 

is obtained. 
With (4.9) and (4.10) the variation of le leads to 

- f [ ~Npa.,fJ ;.,~o> + ( ~Mpa.,fJ~ + ~Na.J,a.) )..~0>] dF0 

Fo 

+ f [~N,.a.u~0>*+~(Q,.3 +M,..,,, +N,.3)w*- ~M,.,.w~,.]dCo~~-~M,.., w*ICoo 
Cov 

+ f [lJNna.~O> +lJ(Q,.3 +M,.s,:.+N,.J) A~0>-tJM,.,.)..~~~] dCop-lJM,.sA~0> I Cop· 
Cop 

After some partial integrations and after using the Gauss divergence theorem, the 
stationary value of the complementary energy functional le is obtained: 

(4.12) Me= - J l[;h ((I +•)N.,.-•b.,.N"")- ~ 9'·9'~- ~ (~?~+A~?J>}NII« 
Fo . 

·- r [()..~0>- u~0>*) lJN,.a. + (A~0>-w*) lJ(Q,.3 + M,.s,.s + N,.3) 
Co11 
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The stationary condition (4.12) leads to the Euler equations in V0 : 

1 ( ) .\\ 1 - 1 ( , (0) , (0)) Eh [ 1 +v Na.p-Pua.pNyy]- 2 (/Ja.(/Jp- I Aa.,p+Ap,a. , 

(4.13) 
12 ( ) s ] - , (0) - Eh3 [ 1 +v Ma.p-Pua.pMyy - A3 ,a.p, 

(4.14) 

and to the natural boundary conditions on C0 ": 

(4.15) 

If we identify the Lagrange multipliers ).~0 > with the displacements of the plate u~0>, 
then (4.13) are the stress-strain relations, (4.14) are the compatibility conditions of the 
functions (/Ja. and (4.15) are the geometric boundary conditions of the non-linear plate 
problem. Eliminating the Lagrange multipliers in (4.13) 1 and introducing (4.14), the 
compatibility condition (2.5) according to von KkRMAN is obtained. 

With (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) we have proved that the solution of the boundary
value problem of the non-linear plate theory corresponds to the stationary value of the 
complementary energy functional le. It can be shown now that, for some class ofelastic 
stress states (Na.,, Ma.p), the complementary energy functional I has a maximum. In a forth
coming paper it will be proved that these elastic stress states belong to stable equilibrium. 

If (N:/, M:p) is a stress state belonging to a stable equilibrium, and if (Na." Ma.p) is 
the exact solution, then 

(4.16) 

holds. 
With the upper bound of the inequality (3.20) and the lower bound of the inequality 

(4.16), the values of the functionals I and le for the exact solution can be bounded from 
above and below: 

(4.17) 

Using geometric and static-admissible approximations with unknown coefficients, we 
are able to determine these coefficients by converging variational processes. 

5. Numerical results 

As a first example we consider a square plate with constant transverse load q, all 
sides simply supported with vanishing displacements (u, v, w) (Fig. 1): 

Introducing dimensionless coordinates Xt = Xtfa; x2 = x2fa, we have the geometric 
boundary conditions: 

(5.1) 
U=V=W=O, X 1 =±1, -1~X2 ~+1, 

U=V=w=O, -l~x1 ~+1, X 2 =±1. 
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..-4-a _ __....,___ a__..,..... 

FIG. 1. 

and the static boundary conditions: 

(5.2) 
M11 =0, x1 =±1, -1~x2 ~+1, 

M 22 = 0, -1 ~ x 1 ~ + 1, x 2 = ± 1. 

H. STUMPF 

For different values of q and " = 0.3, we have to approximate the unknown elastic 
states by variational processes. 

As a geometric-admissible displacement field, we choose 

ui0
> = u = c1 (Xt -x~) (1-x~), 

(5.3) u~0> = v = c1(1-xD (x2 -x~), 
u~0' = w = c2(1-xf) (1-x~), 

with unknown coefficients c1 and c2 • These coefficients will be determined by minimizing 
the functional I according to (3.9). 

+ 

-100 

-150 
I 

Eh5/a2 

20 30 40 50 

FIG. 2. 
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As a static-admissible stress state, we choose 

Mu = ~ (1-xD (1 +ocx~), Nu = N22 = {3, N12 = 0, 

(5.4) Mzz = -~ (i+<XXl)(l-x~). N13 = (q-q,>[- i +r(x,x~- ~~)]. 

The unknown coefficients will be determined by maximizing the complementary functional 
le according to ( 4. 7). With the inequality ( 4.17), upper and lower bounds for the exact 
values of the functional can be calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 2. 

As a second example we consider a square plate with constant load q, with two sides 
simply supported and with vanishing displacements, and with two sides free. The geo
metric boundary conditions are given as 

( 5. 5) U = 'V = W = 0, X 1 = ± 1 , - 1 ~ X 2 ~ + 1 , 

and the static boundary conditions are 

(5.6) 

+ 

-20 

-1.0 

-60 

-80 

-100 

-200 

-300 

X I fu';oJ-) 

o I cl~; ,M~p) 

I 
Eh5/a2 

2 30 

FIG. 3. 

50 
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We choose a geometric admissible displacement field 

(5.7) 

and a static-admissible stress field 

(5.8) 
M22 = M12 = 0, Nt3 = - (q-qt)xt, N23 = 0. 

The unknown coefficients in (5.7) and {5.8) are determined by minimizing (3.9) and max
imizing (4.7). With the approximations {5.7) and {5.8) the upper and lower bounds for 
the functional are calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 3. 
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